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2016 ANNUAL CONFERENCE
BUILDING BRIDGES AND EXPANDING
OUR HORIZONS

PRESIDENT’S WELCOME
It is especially reassuring to have the chance to spend time with you at
this year’s Annual Conference.
We come together as the pressure of the Saturn in Sagittarius / Neptune
in Pisces square is climaxing. The symbolism of this transit could not
more aptly describe the unpleasantness of many events and attitudes we
have witnessed through the first eight months of 2016. With only the
emotional Moon in air signs from mid-June until the last two days of
August, logic and intelligent understanding of cause and effect has ‘gone
out of the window’. Instead, gut feelings of resentment seem to have
driven people to feel satisfied by seeing, and then expressing, the very
worst in others. All over the world, political debate has degenerated
into ungracious projection of disrespect, gratuitous insult and brutal
intolerance.
The square has overseen the passing of far more mainstream celebrities
than usual; especially some key members of the astrological community,
who we will be honouring at the Conference Opening.
One of the blessings of knowing astrology is that it gives us the tools to
see the true transitory nature of what goes wrong, as well as the insightful
sustaining energy to put things right. This year’s Conference brings us
together at a seed time, when change can be for the better. Balanced
understanding will be easier when Jupiter ingresses into Libra at 12:19 pm
on Conference Friday. At 2:11 pm on Conference Saturday the Saturn/
Neptune square completes its series.
Such precise aspect completion moments are full of potent force. With
the release of applying pressure, events and attitudes start to move
another way. As astrologers, together through this very special weekend,
we are privileged with this understanding. Use it to encourage the putting
aside of past resentments and building bridges to positive future horizons.
There is nothing wrong in our own world, or in the World, that cannot
be put right; given the kind mind and the patience to work through
the challenges ahead. Conference 2016 will be remembered for our
remembering this and, as always, because we had a really good time.

The Astrological Association
BCM 450, London WC1N 3XX
Tel: +44 (0)20 86250098
Fax: +44 (0)20 86250097
office@astrologicalassociation.com
www.astrologicalassociation.com
Programme is subject to change
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I am looking forward to sharing this with you.

Roy Gillett
September 2016
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IMPORTANT MEETINGS
FACULTY OF SPEAKERS
There will be a meeting for all speakers on Friday 9th in the Coffee Lounge at 16.30. Please come and attend and
meet the AA Council and the rest of the faculty. This is also an opportunity to ask any questions you might have.
FIRST TIME CONFERENCE ATTENDEES
There will also be a meeting for any first-time conference attendees on Friday 9th in Training Room 2 at 16.30. If
you have not been to an AA Conference before, please come along and meet some new friends. Or if you are attending
the conference on your own, please join us to meet other people and enjoy Trudie Charles’s homemade afternoon tea!
Not to be missed!
LOCAL GROUPS MEETING
The AA Conference is a great place to network and meet other astrologers, but astrologers don’t just get together
once a year – great astrology is happening all year round, thanks to local astrology groups and the hard work put in by
their organisers to promote astrology in their areas. Whether you’re a local group co-ordinator, someone interested
in setting up a local group, or just a local group member who wants to see how the AA and local groups can support
each other, come along and share your ideas at our informal and friendly cheese-and-wine meeting. It’s a great way
of networking and meeting other astrologers too. The meet will be held in Training Room 2 on Saturday 10th at
18.30.
APAE MEETING
The Advisory Panel of Astrological Education is a unique forum where a diverse range of UK astrology schools come
together to discuss current issues in astrological education. Appreciation of different approaches has led to creative
ways of assessing standards and assisting the move astrology has made into higher education in the UK. In this meeting,
the School of Traditional Astrology (STA) and AstrologyCollege.com will be discussing their organisations and charts.
All are welcome. The meeting will be held in Training Room 6 on Saturday 10th at 18.30.

ADA PHILLIPS SCHOLARSHIPS FOR 2016
Each year the AA offer scholarships in the name of our first Treasurer, Ada Phillips. We offer these to
students who have not attended an AA conference before and who attend schools registered with the
Advisory Panel of Astrological Education (APAE).

MISPA School
Catherine Robillard
Anne Sundell
Faculty of Astrological Studies
Sulai Santiago
Cátia Silva
Irena Badrov
Rupal Patel
Mayo School
Tracey Chaplin
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CONFERENCE ITINERARY
Note: Complimentary tea, coffee and refreshments are available throughout the day at various stations and in the coffee
shop in the Executive Centre.

FRIDAY 9TH SEPTEMBER
PRE-CONFERENCE MASTERCLASSES
14.00 – 16.30 Choose between:

Ben Dykes – How to Interpret Natal Lots (‘Arabic Parts’)

TRAINING ROOM 1

In this talk, Ben Dykes will explain how to interpret six natal Lots as special examples of ‘Fortune’: Father, Mother,
Children, Marriage, Friends, Action. These Lots will be illustrated by numerous chart examples, and everyone who
attends will immediately be able to start using Lots in their own.

Mark Jones – Expanding Our Horizons: the Outer Planets as the Higher Octaves of the
Personal Planets TRAINING ROOM 2
This workshop will explore the revolutionary idea of the outer planets as higher octaves of the personal planets: Pluto
as the higher octave of Mars, Uranus of Mercury and Neptune of Venus. It will show how this understanding can reveal
the nature of the Soul’s purpose contained within the natal chart.

16.30 – 17.00 Greetings: first time conference attendees

TRAINING ROOM 2

If you have never attended an AA Conference before, please come along and meet others who are new attendees,
and some of the AA board who can introduce you to the conference and to other people, and enjoy Trudie’s delicious
afternoon tea!
16.30 – 17.15 Speakers Meeting COFFEE SHOP (NEAR ROOM 6)
17.10

OFFICIAL CONFERENCE OPENING CONFERENCE ROOM 1

17.35 – 18.20 OPENING PLENARY

CONFERENCE ROOM 1

Darrelyn Gunzburg – How Do Astrologers Read Charts? – the continuing story

In working with astrologers with an experience of 20 - 30 years of consultations, I have explored what they experience
when they read a chart.This lecture therefore reveals how these astrologers step across the boundary from themselves
to the client’s chart, and their, and thus possibly your, experience of reading a horoscope.
18.20 – 19.15 Canapes and Refreshments

LOUNGE FOYER

19.15 – 20.15 PLENARY – The Carter Memorial Lecture 2016

CONFERENCE ROOM 1

Christeen Skinner – The Elegant Universe
At conference we revive our love affair with astrology and share our awe of the Music of the Spheres. Across disciplines
and in the wake of the Uranus-Pluto square, mankind is down-loading information that draws attention to the Elegance
of the Universe.
20.15

Dinner

RESTAURANT

The Charles Harvey Award will be presented during coffee.
The bar will be open until 1am
Conference Programme 2016
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SATURDAY 10TH SEPTEMBER
07.00 – 10.00 Breakfast

RESTAURANT

09.00 – 10.00 Choose between:

Paul Mayo – Twelve Commandments

TRAINING ROOM 1

The biblical ‘Ten Commandments’, thought to date from around 1250 BCE, undoubtedly share their ancient roots
with astrology. Paul suggests that a modern cross-fertilisation between the two can add something to astrological
understanding and therefore practice. The history of astrology may go back further than is generally accepted.

Yukiko Harwood – The Sun and the Moon: 1990 the East Meets West

TRAINING ROOM 3

We yearn for a soulmate to integrate yin and yang. Yukiko will explore the encounter of Puccini and a Japanese geisha,
Sadayakko, at Paris International Exhibition in 1900. She will examine their horoscopes to see how the Sun and Moon
manifested in their lives.

Marcos Patchett – Identifying Life Purpose with Astrology

TRAINING ROOM 4

One of life’s Big Questions, which most people ask of themselves at one time or another, is ‘Why am I here?’ Fortunately,
astrology provides a roadmap. This talk will cover several traditional techniques to identify the most appropriate and
constructive avenues for personal development in a birth chart.

Anthoula Lioni – Astrological Markers for Depression and Anxiety

TRAINING ROOM 5

Which are the astrological markers for depression and anxiety in the natal chart? Can depression/anxiety be
predicted? How to handle the depressed/anxious client? How much information is it right to deliver? The importance
of understanding the natal Moon (emotion) and Mercury (cognition).
10.15 – 11.15 Choose between:

Paul Barker – Chara Karakas & the 4 Paths of Life

TRAINING ROOM 1

Vedic astrology describes 4 principle life paths that are followed by the incarnating soul: artha, kama, dharma and
moksha.This talk will discuss the meaning of these terms and how the life paths of a person may be seen in charts using
the concept of planetary significators or chara karakas.

Michael Lutin – Planetary Significators:The Effective Way to Connect all the Dots of the
Horoscope TRAINING ROOM 3
Dispositors (traditional and modern), morning planets and planetary pictures ultimately make up your bottom line
when it comes to finding your strengths. They represent the energies you ultimately trust and rely on, governing your
growth and evolution in life. They represent the links that string your horoscope into a coherent functioning source of
creativity, not to mention holding your mind together.

Darrelyn Gunzburg – Future Perfect? A Look at what 2017-2020 Holds Using Visual Astrology
TRAINING ROOM 4

Visual Astrology is the astrology of the whole sky at its origins. By observing the movements of the planets in the sky
through the eyes of the earliest Assyrian astrological writing from the 7th century BCE it is still possible to get a unique
and remarkable clear overview of the shape of the future today.

Carole Taylor – Self and Other: the Ascendant-Descendant

TRAINING ROOM 5

The Ascendant-Descendant are interwoven, the light and shadow of the birth moment. The Ascendant is our first
view of life, the story of our reception into the world. The Descendant is the mirror image – the ‘secret self’ which
completes the story and meaning of our birth. We will explore the significance of this axis, our own personal horizon.
6
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ITINERARY SATURDAY 10TH SEPTEMBER

11.30 - 12.15 SATURDAY PLENARY Ben Dykes – Seeing and Blindness: How to Use ‘Aversion’

in Natal Charts

CONFERENCE ROOM 1

‘Aversion’ is the dark counterpart to aspects, and in traditional astrology refers to planets and signs that cannot see
or aspect each other. Ben Dykes will show how to interpret and use this extremely important concept in natal charts,
including in audience charts.
12.15 – 12.30 The Astrological Association CIO AGM – all members welcome
12.15 – 13.45 Lunch

CONFERENCE ROOM 1

RESTAURANT

13.45 – 14.45 Choose between:

Karine Dilinyan – Nicholaus Copernicus and Reform of Astrology

TRAINING ROOM 1

Nicholaus Copernicus’ book ‘On the Revolutions of the Celestial Spheres’ is considered a major event in the history
of science that produced a ‘paradigm shift’ and contributed importantly to the scientific revolution. However, what
was Copernicus’ attitude towards astrology, how his ideas were met by his contemporaries-astrologers? How they
influenced a great reformer of astrology Johannes Kepler and the father of modern astrology of 20th century Alan Leo?
In addition, how far are we now from his ideas?

Margaret Gray – The Internalization of ‘Good Enough’ Parental Archetypes as Central to
Loving Adult Relationships TRAINING ROOM 3
Using Psychological Astrology we will explore the developmental journey from dependency to independence and
interdependency. Looking at the importance of this process in our adult love relationships we will focus on selfnurturing and how an understanding of our Birth Chart and transits, can help us heal the parts of this process that are
underdeveloped.

Richard Swatton – The Horary Process: A Modern Approach to an Ancient Art

TRAINING ROOM 4

Drawing from the work of William Lilly, modern-day practitioners and the author’s own experience, this talk offers a
guide to learning the craft of Horary Astrology. Its main emphasis, however, is not on techniques but on the attitude of
the astrologer who uses them – perhaps the most important factor in determining successful outcomes and confident
Horary judgements.

Marilyn Burnett – Life Beyond Self-Imposed Limitations

TRAINING ROOM 5

This colourful Power-Point presentation introduces the Huber Method’s unique concept of the house system’s EnergyCurve, demonstrated with charts of well-known people. This reveals our psychological strengths and weaknesses,
uncovering blocks that cause anxieties, neuroses and depressions. By uncovering the cause, we can step beyond selfimposed limitations and start living more creatively.
15.00 – 16.00 Choose between:

John Wadworth – The Role of the Astrologer: What, on Earth, Are We Astrologers Doing?
TRAINING ROOM 1

Why study astrology? What motivates us to practice? How do we best serve our clients? This talk explores the power
of intention, client expectation and perceptions of the astrologer’s role. The chart gives us ‘inside information’, but how
to present that? When should we offer advice, should we ever predict? Are we counsellors, therapists, shamans even?

Mike Harding – The Persistence of Patterns

TRAINING ROOM 3

We shall look at a wide range of natal and mundane charts in which key patterns repeat, sometimes over centuries.
As well as exploring familiar (and family) aspects, the examples will include some surprises which unravel a few of
astrology’s less recognised repetitions.

Conference Programme 2016
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ITINERARY SATURDAY 10TH SEPTEMBER

Wade Caves – Like Clockwork:Timing in Horary Astrology.

TRAINING ROOM 4

Horary textbooks cover a lot of ground, but few really draw out the mechanics involved in timing events. What
techniques are consistently recorded? Are they all equally reliable? Is there a more straightforward approach that can
be taken? This presentation uses horary charts to demonstrate an organic approach to timing.

Graeme Tobyn – Culpeper’s Astrological Medicine – Galenic, Paracelsian or Hermetic?
TRAINING ROOM 5

When Culpeper was alive, there was a crisis of knowledge, and in medicine the Paracelsian alternative was popular.
Astrology was central to Culpeper’s herbal practice but where did his affinities lie regarding the application of astrology
to the natural world, health and remedies?
16.15 – 17.15 Choose between:

Maurice Fernandez – New Light on the 12th House

TRAINING ROOM 1

Maurice has conducted extensive research on the 12th house, shedding light on this foggy corner of the zodiac to
better understand its fundamental importance. Join this fascinating lecture and learn about the glamor as well as deep
existential issues associated with this archetype.

Ryuji Kagami – Saving the Dying God: Jung’s Red Book and Astrology

TRAINING ROOM 3

Astrologers in modern times are faced with a difficult dilemma. How do we justify our astrological thinking in this
increasingly disenchanted cosmos? Jung was one of the few thinkers who both struggled with this dilemma, and offered
a viable solution. In ‘The Red Book’, we can find his strategy as a form of mythical vision. Take a look at its astrological
symbolism.

Hakan Kirkoglou – Politics, Intrigues, & Astrology in History

TRAINING ROOM 4

Astrology and politics have been bedfellows throughout history. Astrologers unavoidably had to tangle with rulers and
Machiavellian intriguers amid ever-changing milieu of politics. My recent MA study on astrology and court culture in the
eighteenth century Ottoman Empire illustrates many instances of how astrologers were situated themselves in politics
at their own risk. This lecture sheds light on various cases where astrology, politics, religion and wars were mingled.

Arlan Wise – Double-Session Writing Workshop

TRAINING ROOM 5

This is a two-hour writing workshop that is geared for astrologers. We discuss Mercury and his role as the writer’s
friend. We look at the charts of well-known authors and also of the students in the class to see what Mercury and the
third house has to say about each one’s writing style. There will be exercises of various sizes to write on astrological
topics. We read our work to each other, and discuss our writing without criticizing. We can help each other discover
and gain confidence in our writing strengths, and encourage each other to start/continue/finish our personal writing
projects. It will be fun as well as educational.
17.30 – 18.30 Choose between:

Janet Saunders – The Journey of the Soul

TRAINING ROOM 1

According to classical and Arabic writers, the soul descends through seven planetary levels, taking on planetary attributes
at each level. This talk spans thinkers from Plato to Ficino, from the Corpus Hermeticum to Rumi. What are the
consequences for us of their cosmology?

Jonathon Clark – Horary Astrology for Business

TRAINING ROOM 3

Will my customer pay? When will my employee return to work? A chart drawn for the moment the astrologer
understands these questions and many others asked in a business context can provide accurate answers and help the
client allocate their energy in the most effective way.

8
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ITINERARY SATURDAY 10TH SEPTEMBER

Dick van der Mark – Chiron, Pholus and Nessus and the Transformation of the Human
Condition TRAINING ROOM 4
The discovery of the Centaurs has been a major step in human evolution. Being carriers of family karma, they make
clear that human life isn’t just an individual quest. Traumas of the ancestors appear mostly as undeserved events. How
do we comprehend the old conceptions, experiences and beliefs stored in the DNA-binding proteins? Can we redeem
the past in the present?

Arlan Wise – Double-Session Writing Workshop, continued

TRAINING ROOM 5

Please note that attendees for this workshop must have attended the earlier session.

18.30 – 19.00 Local Groups Meeting

TRAINING ROOM 2

This meeting is for anyone who belongs to a local group throughout the UK or for anyone who would like to join their
local group – or even start one! Everyone welcome! Cheese and wine for attendees.

18.30 – 19.00 APAE meeting

TRAINING ROOM 6

This meeting is for all the schools and organisations to get together and share thoughts on astrological education. This
year the meeting will be an open forum in order that students and astrologers can give feedback to the schools. Carole
Taylor (FAS) to host and Graeme Tobyn (COA) to co-facilitate. Complimentary glass of wine and all welcome.
20.00 Dinner - Fancy Dress Dinner: Bridges in Your Chart

After Dinner Talk with Michael Lutin

RESTAURANT

RESTAURANT

Neptune; Faith and Foolishness; The Nodal Axis, with Chiron
Makes it hard to keep working at the same old stupid grind when everything within us is crying out for a miracle, a
break from spiritual exhaustion. You look everywhere for a clue, a hint, a glimmer of light to indicate that the Universe
hears you and something magical will come to you. But will it?

DJ from 9pm, and the bar will be open until 1am

Conference Programme 2016
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SUNDAY 11TH SEPTEMBER
07.00 – 10.00 Breakfast

RESTAURANT

09.00 – 10.00 Choose between:

John Wadsworth – The Astrology of Vocation:Turning What You Love into What You Do TRAINING
ROOM 1

Vocation is often primary to an astrological consultation, but how equipped are we to deal with its complexities? More
than simply offering practical career advice, we must also consider a person’s passion, calling, sense of life purpose. John
will suggest ways of approaching indicators of vocation in the birthchart from a more holistic perspective.

Margaret Gray – Understanding and Transforming Compulsive and Addictive relationship
patterns TRAINING ROOM 3
Few people have not experienced a compulsive or addictive relationship pattern. Understanding the key astrological,
mythological and psychological features of these patterns, enables us to choose new life enhancing ways of experiencing
the powerful planetary archetypes at their core. Join me as we explore the key astrological features of these archetypal
energies.

Barbara Dunn – ‘Medicinable or Mortal?’ William Lilly, Simon Forman and the ‘Prognostical
part of Physick’ TRAINING ROOM 4
This presentation will explore early modern astrological methodology and technique relating to illness, disease and
other disorders. Examples from William Lilly’s casebook material and ‘Christian Astrology’ will be examined, together
with Simon Forman’s casebook material and his 1606 version of ‘THE Astrologicalle Judgmentes of phisick and other
Questions’.

Paul Barker – The Lunar Mansions of Vedic Astrology: Stars, Symbols & Sensuality
ROOM 5

TRAINING

The nakshatras or lunar mansions describe an ancient Vedic system of interpreting the constellations and incorporates
elements of Hindu mythology, symbols, animal totems and deities. This can reveal a wealth of information in relation to
personality, relationships, sexuality, etc. Some of these elements will be discussed in this talk.
10.15 – 11.15 Choose between:

Yukiko Harwood – Saturn in Sagittarius:The Social Phenomenon of Japan

TRAINING ROOM 1

Saturn transits through Sagittarius until December 2017. Yukiko will contemplate the message of Saturn in Sagittarius.
Furthermore, she will look at how Japanese society resonated to Saturn in Sagittarius and how the collective glimpsed
the image of divinity in the 1980s and 1950s.

Mike Harding – What’s Your Style?: Working with Quintiles

TRAINING ROOM 3

Kepler’s Quintile (5th Harmonic) aspect is well researched and can tell us much about our style of being. Drawing on
the work of Addey, Hamblin and Harvey, we shall see how the Quintile series plays out in the lives of the famous and
infamous.

Dick van der Mark – The Black Moon and Black Sun: bridges to Oneness

TRAINING ROOM 4

The words Black Light seem to be a contradiction in terms. Although they don’t even exist physically, these lights are of
great importance in the chart reading. The Black Lights do not indicate a psychological feature, talent or habit, they tell
us the story of awareness beyond ourselves. The effects in daily life however are a real challenge for the Ego.
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ITINERARY SUNDAY 11TH SEPTEMBER

Sonal Sachdeva – Tithi: How your Sun-Moon Angle Determines your Challenges and Good
Fortune TRAINING ROOM 5
Jyotisha, (Hindu Astrology) has a very distinct and hugely significant meaning for the Solar-Lunar aspect and its precise
degrees in the birth chart. This angle flavours one’s life and shows us the themes we are certain to encounter. Similar
to the Solar return chart, the annual Sun-Moon return chart (Tithi Pravesh) gives us the big themes for the year ahead.
11.30 – 12.30 Choose between:

Paul Mayo – Who Counsels the Wise One?

TRAINING ROOM 1

To maintain a steady flow of clients, astrologers have to be a mixture of entertainer and shaman - not just accurate
prognosticators. We play the role of counsellor; healer; doctor; philosopher; priest and friend in need. But who heals
the healer? Who guides the guide?

Sue Martin – DNA and the Cosmos: How the Time of our Birth Imprints upon our DNA
TRAINING ROOM 3

An overview of the levels of consciousness, the archetypal patterns and the ancestral heritage contained within our
genetics. Cosmo-Biology is the key to uncovering the storehouse of Light and Wisdom that resides within our individual
genetic imprinting – our unique cellular Template.

Marcos Patchett – Prediction: Possibility or Certainty?

TRAINING ROOM 4

Just how ‘set in stone’ are astrological predictions? In this talk, horary and decumbiture charts are used to illustrate
both the precision and the plasticity of astrological prediction, and discuss practical and philosophical approaches to
prediction.

Smiljana Gavrancic – Uranus in Taurus 2018

TRAINING ROOM 5

In 2018 Uranus will enter Taurus, and the Moon will be at 26° Taurus (Algol – symbol of Moscow). From the point
of degrees, Russia is ‘senstive’ to 26° of every fixed sign and to 19° Libra. At the same time, there will be Presidential
elections.
12.30 – 13.30 Lunch

RESTAURANT

BOOKSHOP Please purchase any books before the bookshop closes this afternoon. Also put your final
bids in for the Silent Auction!
13.30 – 14.30 Choose between:

Maurice Fernandez – The Jupiter-Uranus Cycle;The Defiant Marriage of Religion and Science
TRAINING ROOM 1

Ahead of the Jupiter in Libra opposing Uranus in Aries transit in December 2016 and throughout 2017, we will explore
this 14-year cycle to gain greater insight into this complex fusion of influences.

Mark Jones – Building a Bridge to the Client: Counselling Skills for Astrologers

TRAINING ROOM 3

The average person coming for a chart reading may not know anything about astrology, they certainly will not really
know what to expect from you. This talk will focus on how the astrologer can translate their knowledge of the chart
into a living transformational tool for the client to benefit from.

Conference Programme 2016
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ITINERARY SUNDAY 11TH SEPTEMBER

Hakan Kirkoglou – Your Prenatal Eclipse Chart & Its Return

TRAINING ROOM 4

For astrologers, prenatal eclipse charts offer a great deal of knowledge, especially when we are required to highlight
certain choices and attitudes in life. As a side dish, these charts add much flavour! Additionally, their yearly return charts
can be investigated as a predictive tool. This lecture will highlight practical examples on the use of prenatal eclipse
charts.

Ana Andrade – The Furies in Our Natal Charts

TRAINING ROOM 5

Are these mythical women representing moments of sour taste in our lives? Do they unleash important events in
our personal life or mundane events when activated by transits? Discover the predictive power of Asteroids, Alekto,
Megaira and Tisiphone in individual and mundane charts.
14.45 – 15.45 Choose between:

Sirin Mitrani – Criminal Minds

TRAINING ROOM 1

What is going on in the mind of a serial killer? Is it possible to distinguish a killer from his astrological chart? What are
the major characteristics? Is there a pattern? The results of a year long’s survey of over a hundred serial killers from
around the world.

John Green - An Astrological Bridge over Troubled Water

TRAINING ROOM 3

When we compare our chart with another’s we can see what gives us an attraction and also what causes us problems
within our relationships.Today we will look at some of the astrological problem areas in relationships and discover how
synastry can help us resolve those differences.

Ryuji Kagami – Western Astrology Has Taken Firm Root in Japan

TRAINING ROOM 4

Almost every Japanese knows his or her Sun sign, and there are many ‘Western’ astrologers.Western astrology is a part
of our culture now. How have we (Japanese) imported and accepted it? Has Western astrology transformed in Japan?
A media astrologer will explain the reception and adaptation process of Western astrology.

Demian Allan - The Astrology of the ‘Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn’

TRAINING ROOM 5

This lecture will take a look at how astrology was used in this late nineteenth century ritual magic group and how it
is influencing today’s astrologers.

16.00 – 16.45 CLOSING PLENARY

CONFERENCE ROOM 1

Michael Lutin – Humans Rising: Astrology in the Age of Existential Revolution
Whether it’s the aliens from planet X, the banks, or drug-pushing pharmaceutical companies, or just a bunch of paranoid
control freaks trying to turn us all into obedient sheep, whoever is behind the current mass deception will have to
contend with the awakening astrological community. Dedicated as we must become to the eradication of suffering of
beings, it is the moment to interpret the messages of the new outer planets and remind everyone that the Earth is a
planet, too.

16.45 – 17.00 Official Conference Closing

12
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USEFUL INFORMATION
SHUTTLE
The shuttle will be running back and forth between the Executive Centre and the additional accommodation blocks
at the following times:
Friday 11th September
13.00-15.00
16.15-17.30
00.15-01-15

Saturday 12th September
08.00-9.00am
18.30-20.00
00.15-01.15

Sunday 13th September
08.00-9.30am

ACTIVITIES
Do ask reception about all the spa, sports and recreational activities available at the site if you are interested. For
those who wish to use the recreational facilities, there may be a small surcharge to use some facilities and details of
what is offered can be viewed here http://www.wybostonlakes.co.uk/executive-centre.aspx
REGISTRATION: FRIDAY 9TH SEPTEMBER
The AA Registration desk will be located in the reception area and will be open for Registration from 13:00 on
Friday 9th September. Delegates are unable to enter the venue before this time. (If you arrive early and would like
lunch, you may go the Waterfront Brasserie which is located further down the campus and signposted. Here you can
enjoy lunch by the lake before checking in for the conference. This is open from 7am daily.)
Residential delegates can collect room keys from the venue’s main reception in the Executive Centre. This reception is
open 24 hours. Keys for your room will be available from 2pm on Friday 9th September.
If you are registered for a Masterclass on Friday afternoon, you will need to check in by 1:50pm sharp.
Please note, for security purposes, you are required to wear your Conference badge throughout the event. Anybody
not registered for the Conference will not be permitted entry.
EVENING ARRANGEMENTS
Friday Night
This year, the Charles Harvey Award will be announced during dinner. The bar will be open until 1am.
Saturday Night Dinner
We invite you to attend the Saturday Night Dinner dressed or representing Bridges in Your Chart. This can be
anything that symbolizes bridges which could be oppositions, see-saw chart patterns, hemisphere emphasises, one of
your axes etc. Prizes for the best costume or idea will be awarded on the basis of mass acclamation.
We are honoured to have Michael Lutin giving us an after dinner talk this year – not to be missed!
After dinner, there’s a chance to socialise in the courtyard or talk with friends in the lounge bar, or cafe down the hall.
A DJ will be playing in the main lounge after dinner. The bar will be open until 1am.
Conference Programme 2016
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CONFERENCE SPEAKERS 2016
Demian Allan for the British Astrological and Psychic Society (BAPS) is the astrologer for ‘Kindred Spirit’ and ‘Mind
Body Spirit’ magazines, is political astrologer for ‘Channel 4 News’ and is a tutor at the College of Psychic Studies.

Ana Andrade is a Peruvian astrologer who resides in Argentina where she graduated from the Postgraduate Program
of the Centro Astrologico de Buenos Aires (CABA). She is also a Certified Astrological Professional – ISAR. She has
published, as co-author, in the ‘AFA Journal of Research’ and in the ISAR Journal ‘International Astrologer’. Her next
article will be published by the National Council for Geocosmic Research (NCGR). Ana includes the use of asteroids
in her astrological work.

Paul Barker has been studying Vedic Astrology with distinguished British Association for Vedic Astrology (BAVA)
teachers since 2006 and has spoken at BAVA and other conferences in London, the US and India. He is a student
on the world-class Jaimini Scholar and Parasara programmes, studying with Pandit Sanjay Rath. Paul is also the
President of the Leeds Theosophical Society and a member of the Connaisance School of Numerology.

Marilyn Burnett for the Association of Psychological Astrology (APA) has studied astrology for fifteen years and
holds an Astrological Psychology Association diploma. Following a successful career in retail holding an executive
position, she now practices the Huber Method of astrology professionally. Having discovered the invaluable healing
tool of astrological psychology, she now seeks to impart this knowledge at seminars and in groups and workshops.
She is also a natural energy healer with the Sussex Healers’ Association. For more information visit: www.astrofocus.
co.uk.

Wade Caves is an astrological consultant and educator specializing in horary, electional and classical astrological
technique. Wade received his certification as a horary practitioner from Deborah Houlding’s School of Traditional
Astrology (STA), and now serves as a faculty member and tutor for the STA in North America. Prior to this he was
certified with distinction from the Mayo School of Astrology in London, and is well-versed in both traditional and
modern methods of chart delineation.

Jonathon Clark has studied, practised and written about astrology since 1987 and Kabbalah since 1992. He qualified
as a chartered accountant, worked for 26 years as an independent financial adviser and is a Registered Life Planner
with the Kinder Institute. Jonathon has published numerous articles on astrology, Kabbalah and business and is the
author of an ebook, ‘Horary Astrology for Business’, available from www.jonathonclark.com. Jonathon lives in London
where he runs a monthly astrology group.

Karine Dilanian holds an MA degree from the University of Wales Trinity Saint David in Cultural Astronomy and
Astrology She is ISAR Vice-President for Russia. Karine has been teaching astrology since 1990 and is a co-founder
of AGAM, the astrology school in Moscow. She teaches Hellenistic, Medieval and Renaissance astrology, as well as
Hindu and Tibetan astrology. She was awarded a diploma by the Bharatya Vidya Bhavan Institute (New Delhi) for
spreading of Hindu astrology in Russia. Karine is one of the translators, editor and publisher of Lilly’s ’Christian
Astrology’ in the Russian language.
Barbara Dunn is formerly a postgraduate at the London School of Economics and is currently completing an MA
in History at Exeter University and will commence PhD research in 2016 into the astrological-medical practices
of early modern England. An expert on astrological methodology/technique, Barbara is Principal of the Qualifying
Horary Practitioner correspondence course (QHP) and author of ‘Horary Astrology Re-Examined: The Possibility or
Impossibility of the Matter Propounded’ – both recommended by Robert Hand for serious students of astrology.
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Dr Benjamin Dykes is a leading traditional astrologer and translator of Latin and Arabic. In 2007 he published
Bonatti’s complete ‘Book of Astronomy’, and since then has translated and published numerous traditional works in
all areas, including the introductory ‘Traditional Astrology for Today’ (2011). He is currently preparing a traditional
natal course, and speaks to astrological audiences worldwide. See: www.bendykes.com.

Maurice Fernandez, author of the books ‘Neptune, the 12th House, and Pisces’ (New Edition) and ‘Astrology and
the Evolution of Consciousness, Volume One’, is a leading Evolutionary Astrologer. Maurice currently serves as the
president of the Organization for Professional Astrology (OPA) and has forged a worldwide reputation of depth and
excellence for his training program, publications and counselling practice. He has organized several conferences in
Europe and the US, notably ‘The River of Stars’ in Hawaii. www.mauricefernandez.com.
Margaret Gray offers consultations and training in person and online. She particularly enjoys working with
relationships. Margaret is also a Reiki Master, a Certified Workplace and Family Mediator and trained in Past Life
Regression. Margaret is a member of the ISAR board of Directors and lives in Ireland, with a foot in Hawaii! She
runs ‘Astrology Ireland’ and has published articles in numerous magazines as well as a chapter on relationships in
‘Transpersonal Astrology, Explorations at the Frontier’.

John Green, D.Psych.Astrol has been involved with astrology for over twenty-five years and is the director of the
new Mercury Internet School of Psychological Astrology (MISPA), which offers a diploma course in psychological
astrology. He studied at the CPA qualifying with their Certificate and Diploma. He is the author of the synastry book
‘Do You Love Me? The Astrology of Relationships’, published in 2015, and was the editor of the ‘Astrological Journal’
from 2008-13.

Darrelyn Gunzburg has a PhD in History of Art (2014) from the University of Bristol and a BA Hons (Open) (2006)
from the Open University. She is currently a tutor in the Sophia Centre for the Study of Cosmology in Culture at the
University of Wales Trinity Saint David, UK. Her astrological books include ‘Life After Grief’ (2004), ‘AstroGraphology’
(2009) and (with Bernadette Brady) ‘Restoring the Heavens to Astrology’ (2010).

Mike Harding is an existential psychotherapist and consultant astrologer. He is a Senior Lecturer and Supervisor at
Regent’s University, and has chaired the Astrological Association, the Association of Professional Astrologers and the
Society for Existential Analysis. Author of ‘Hymns to the Ancient Gods’, co-author with Charles Harvey of ‘Working With
Astrology’, as well as many articles on the technical and philosophical aspects of astrology, he has also published
papers on contemporary language theory and psychoanalysis.

Yukiko Harwood was born in Osaka, Japan, in 1954. She learned Western astrology and meditation from a Japanese
master, the last Mr Takako Yamada. In 2007, she moved to London to study the CPA diploma course, completed in
2011. Now she lives in Brighton and offers online astrology seminars to Japanese people.

Ryuji Kagami, MA, is one of the leading astrologers in Japan. He is popular among various media. He has translated
many astrology and psychology books into Japanese, including works by Liz Greene, Nick Campion, Thomas Moore,
Maggie Hyde, James Hillman, Greame Tobyn, and others. He holds an MA in Jungian Studies and is visiting professor
at Kyoto Bunkyo University and Heian Women’s University, both in Kyoto, and is a committee member of the Japan
Transpersonal Association (JTA).

Mark Jones is an astrologer, psychosynthesis therapist and hypnotherapist based in Bristol, England, and working
with clients and students all over the world. He is a regular speaker and workshop leader in North America. Mark’s
first book explains his approach; ‘Healing the Soul: Pluto, Uranus and the Lunar Nodes’. Mark’s second book ‘The Soul
Speaks’ the ‘Therapeutic Potential of Astrology’, explores the transformative power of the natal chart reading. More
info for students can be found at www.plutoschool.com or from emailing markjones@plutoschool.com.
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Hakan Kirkoğlou, D.F.Astrol.S and ISAR CAP, has been a leading figure of astrology in Turkey as a consultant, teacher
and writer. He has lectured internationally in UK, USA, Australia, Poland and Serbia, he combines ancient techniques
with contemporary issues. He was a mundane astrology co-ordinator at UAC 2008 and a keynote speaker at UAC2012.
Studying astrology for more than thirty years, he is the founder and principal of School of Wisdom of Sky in Istanbul,
and ISAR VP for Turkey.
Anthoula Lioni is a professional astrologer specializing in natal/relationship astrology and chart rectification. She
holds the Diploma (Distinction) from the Mayo School of Astrology. Her academic background is in Clinical Psychology
and Neuropsychology. She worked for many years as a researcher/lecturer in a number of UK Universities before
becoming a full-time astrologer. Her approach to the natal chart is psychological and humanistic and her analyses
are exclusively person-centred.
Michael Lutin, Phi Beta Kappa Trinity College, special honour French language Harvard University, PhD program
Yale University, trained in Robert J Lang’s School of Communicative Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy. Sold oysters in
the street in Paris, managed pop art gallery, student of Tibetan Buddhism. Author of five books, seven musical plays,
journalist in ‘Vanity Fair’, ‘Huffington Post’, ‘Vogue’, international speaker, lecturer, Harvard Business School Alumni,
performer, chocolate lover.
Sue Martin has been involved in astrology for over forty years. She became a Member of the Faculty of Astrological
Studies (FAS) in 1989 and went on to study vibrational medicine, combining this knowledge with a deep understanding
of our underlying subtle energetic system. Over the last seven years she has been studying the interconnection
between our DNA and astrology. This ‘Cosmo-Biology’ holds the key to our physical wholeness, health and the
expansion of consciousness.
Paul Mayo is a veteran of many thousands of astrological readings, a popular speaker who is always happy to use his
decades of professional experience to help the next generation find their way around this complex subject. Paul built
his worldwide reputation on word-of-mouth recommendations resulting from meaningful personal predictions. He
has some famous and eminent people on his books – including several scientists and astronomers. Paul is a Fellow
of the Association of Professional Astrologers (APA).

Sirin Mitrani was born on 1 April 1970 in Istanbul, studied international relations at the university and worked in
the aluminium industry for twenty-four years. She studied astrology with Hakan Kirkoglu and graduated from his
school with a first grade in 2008. She has been teaching astrology there for three years. She qualified from ISAR
as a Certified Astrologer Professional in May 2012. Since then she has been living in Lille/France, giving online
consultations and writing a blog on criminal astrology.
Marcos Patchett gained the London School of Astrology’s Certificate in 2006. He has since developed his knowledge
of traditional astrology through reading, home study, and experience. He is currently a herbal medicine clinical
training supervisor at Middlesex University, and practices herbalism and medical astrology from Neal’s Yard remedies’
Therapy Rooms in Covent Garden. Marcos is conducting research on chocolate in sickle cell anaemia, while writing
his first book on the pharmaceutical history and usage of cacao.

Smiljana Gavrančić graduated from the Institute for Astrological Research and Education ‘Johannes Kepler’ in October
2010, defending her thesis in Mundane Astrology on the ’European Union – In Varietate Concordia’. In March 2011
she became ISAR CAP. She has studied Hermetic astrology at postgraduate level. Before astrology, she studied
International Law. Her main specialty is mundane astrology. She had lectures at conferences in Serbia and in Brazil
(CINASTRO 2015). In 2015 she founded an online astrological magazine, ‘Infinity’.

Sonal Sachdeva is a new media enthusiast, filmmaker and practises Jyotish (Vedic Astrology). She studied under Liz
Greene at the CPA. Her films/videos deal with social issues, the environment, and the ways people from different
cultures live, think and feel. In 2010 she founded a group Circle of Divine Astrology, which holds events, discussions,
talks and multimedia projects in London. Circle of Divine Video project online has been first of its kind to document
interviews with not just Astrologers, but Practitioners of alternative healing arts from all around the world.
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Janet Saunders is a practicing astrologer and a student of the MA in Myth, Cosmology and the Sacred at Canterbury
Christ Church University. She is a member of the board of the Scottish Astrological Association, where she is a regular
speaker. Janet has explored a wide range of topics including mysticism, shamanism, psychology and hypnotherapy.
She takes these back to the all-encompassing world view of astrology, which has been her lifelong fascination.

Christeen Skinner is author of the ‘Financial Universe’ (published 2004 and updated 2009), in which she forecast the
banking crisis. She taught for the Faculty of Astrological Studiesfor a half-nodal cycle, was Chair of the Astrological
Association of Great Britain, is a Trustee of the Urania Trust and on the Board of the Alexandria I-base project. She is
Director of Cityscopes London, a future-casting service with clients from across the world.

Richard Swatton for the London School of Astrology (LSA) began his astrology education in 1976, learning traditional,
horary and occult-theosophical approaches. He studied Noel Tyl’s system (1981–5) and then psychological astrology
with the CPA (1985–8), gaining its diploma in 1994. After teaching astrology independently for twenty years, he is
now on the staff at the London School of Astrology. His volume, ‘From Symbol to Substance: Training the Astrological
Intuition’, was published in 2012, and a new book, ‘The Horary Process’, is due in 2016. www.adeptastrology.com.

Carole Taylor, MA, FFAstrolS, is Director of Studies and Summer School programme co-ordinator at the Faculty of
Astrological Studies, where she has been a tutor for 15 years. She has contributed extensively to the Faculty’s teaching
material and is a former President. She runs an astrological practice from her home in West Sussex, is currently cotutoring workshops for Heaven & Earth Workshops in Bali, and recently gained an MA in Myth, Cosmology and the
Sacred.

Graeme Tobyn for the Company of Astrologers (COA) is a senior lecturer at the University of Central Lancashire, a
Fellow of the National institute of Medical Herbalists and a member of the Company of Astrologers. He has lectured
on both herbal medicine and astrology internationally. His most recent study is ‘Dr. Reason and Dr. Experience:
Culpeper’s assignation of planetary rulers in The English Physitian’, in ‘From Masha’allah to Kepler: Theory and
Practice in Medieval and Renaissance Astrology’ (Sophia Centre Press, 2015).

Dick van der Mark is a Dutch professional astrologer and psychic reader for over twenty-five years and an international
lecturer. He is specialised in spiritual astrology and is an expert in the Black Lights – the Black Sun and the Black
Moon – and the Centaurs. He is President of the ASAS, the Dutch professional astrologers’ organisation, and cofounder of the Annual International Astrological Symposium. Dick is founder of Caelestis, School for Astrology,
Awareness and Spirituality www.caelestis.nl. Dick’s personal website is www.dickvandermark.nl

John Wadsworth was originally self-taught and began practicing as an astrologer in 1993, and started teaching in
2000. He is known for his embodied, experiential approach to astrological education, and is a pioneer of astrological
theatre. He has been running the Kairos School of Astrology in Glastonbury since 2009, taking students from
beginner to professional level. John holds an MA in Cultural Astronomy & Astrology from Bath Spa University, and is
founder of ‘The Alchemical Journey, a zodiacal mystery school, based around the Glastonbury Zodiac’.

Arlan Wise, ISAR CAP, OPA certified, is a professional consulting astrologer who has been in practice since 1978.
She has been a board member of OPA, the Organization for Professional Astrology, since 1994, serving two terms as
President. She is currently OPA’s Director of Publications and editor of their quarterly journal, the ‘Career Astrologer’
and of OPA’s book. ‘The Professional Astrologer’. She was instrumental in setting up OPA’s unique conference format,
the Astrologer’s Retreat, and teaches writing workshops for astrologers at the retreats and in workshops around the
country.
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NOMINATIONS FOR THE CHARLES HARVEY AWARD
FOR EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE TO ASTROLOGY 2016
MISPA NOMINATES

LYNN BELL
Mispa is proud to nominate Lynn Bell for the Charles Harvey Award.
Lynn’s contribution to astrology has been outstanding. Her work is rooted in an active consultation practice, but she is
well-known and well-loved internationally as a conference speaker, lecturer, teacher and writer.
She has spoken at most of the major astrology conferences around the world, and has taught in many countries. As a
tutor at the CPA and at the Faculty’s Summer School in Oxford she has particularly contributed to the rich tradition of
astrological teaching in the UK, inspiring countless students and helping them to establish careers of their own.
She is well-loved as a writer, too. Her articles have appeared in most of the major astrological publications, including
regularly in The Astrological Journal, and she is author of a number of seminal books: Cycles of Light, Planetary Threads and
The Mars Quartet (with Darby Costello, Liz Greene and Melanie Reinhart).
Lynn has a background in literature and sociology, with training in Eriksonian Hypnosis and experience in family therapy.
It is partly this breadth of knowledge which enables her to be active beyond the world of astrology, disseminating
knowledge of, and encouraging respect for, our subject in intelligent and interested non-astrological communities, and
allowing opportunities for inter-disciplinary work and cross-fertilisation of ideas. Notable in this regard has been her
work at the New Chartres School with teachers such as Rupert Sheldrake and Caroline Myss.Thanks to the excellence
of Lynn’s teaching, astrology has gained an important place in the fabric of the school’s curriculum. In particular, her coteaching with Caroline Myss has allowed her to link Myss’s work on archetypes and sacred contracts to the astrological
paradigm.
For the depth and inspiration of her work over many decades, and for her engagement with related disciplines which
enrich, and are enriched by, astrology, we believe Lynn to be one of astrology’s most insightful exponents and one its
very best ambassadors.

THE FACULTY OF ASTROLOGICAL STUDIES (FAS) NOMINATES

BRIAN CLARK
The Faculty is very proud to nominate Brian Clark for the Charles Harvey Award 2016.
Brian’s astrological career covers several decades of dedicated work – a lifetime of teaching, lecturing, writing and
client practice during which he has helped and inspired countless numbers of students and clients all over the world.
Consistently humble in his approach, his accomplishments are nonetheless legion, demonstrating his dedication to
excellence and his heartfelt engagement with those wishing to learn about or benefit from astrology.
He was the co-founder of the Fraternity for Canadian Astrologers and editor of their national journal and newsletter.
He served as International Vice-President of ISAR and President of the Ottawa Astrological Society. He was also
President of the Federation of Australian Astrologers (FAA). He is still conference co-coordinator for the FAA. He has
twice received awards from the Canadian Astrological Society, received the Education Award from the FAA, and been
nominated three times for the international Regulus Award. He has been honoured as a Life Member of the FAA.
His work is enriched by deep psychological insight and understanding of human nature, as well as an extensive knowledge
of classical myths and literature, underpinned by a Masters in Classics and Archaeology from Melbourne University. For
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many years he has lectured on mythology for the Nexus programme and conducted tours to sacred sites in Greece.
He formed Astro*Synthesis in 1986, a course of astrological study and training which he co-teaches with Glennys
Lawton. He also co-founded the Chiron Centre in Melbourne dedicated to alternative healing and therapies. His writing
work has been rich and prolific – he is the author of The Sibling Constellation and two new books in 2016, Vocation
and The Family Legacy, as well as the extensive Astro*Synthesis booklet series and an abundance of articles which have
appeared in all the leading astrological magazines and publications.
He also authored the Kindred Spirits and Vocation report writers, and co-authored the Goddess and Money report
writers, distributed by Esoteric Technologies, and co-produced the Celestial Tarot and Ancient Feminine Wisdom oracle
cards, both of which have gained wide impact and popularity.
The Charles Harvey Award is presented for outstanding work and excellence in any area of astrology. Brian Clark
has shown himself to be an astrologer of rare creativity, depth and vision, garnering respect and admiration from all
quarters of the astrological community and devoting himself to supporting and promoting astrology of the very highest
standard. The Faculty is delighted to nominate him for this award.

THE ASSOCIATION OF PROFESSIONAL ASTROLOGERS INTERNATIONAL
(APAI) AND SCHOOL OF TRADITIONAL ASTROLOGY (STA) NOMINATES

DR BENJAMIN DYKES
In view of his outstanding contribution to the astrological community, the Association of Professional Astrologers
International (APAI) and the Qualifying Horary Practitioner (QHP) wish to nominate Dr. Benjamin Dykes for the
Charles Harvey Award. Ben Dykes is not only a leading mediaeval astrologer, but has also undertaken the translation
of numerous astrological texts, both Latin and Arabic. Previously, such texts had only been available to the specialist
scholar. These include his two-volume English translation of the Latin works of Guido Bonatti (2007). This ten treatise
text, which took two years to complete, is almost 1600 pages in length and is accompanied by detailed commentary.
Further publications include works from authors such as Hephaistio, important Persian/Arabic texts and The Book of
Nine Judges.
In addition to providing access to important ideas and texts, Ben has made a significant contribution to our understanding
of traditional concepts and techniques. These include Persian methods of solar returns, distributions or directions
through the bounds (terms), the direction of solar return positions and the Persian/Arabic and mediaeval uses of
profections with transits. In terms of his astrological research and translation work, Ben is uniquely placed, having a
PhD in philosophy and being a holder of the Medieval Astrology Diploma, taught by Robert Zoller. As an astrological
consultant, Ben also runs a number of specialist courses and is a lecturer of international repute. Both the APAI and
the QHP would ask the astrological community to acknowledge Ben’s important work, his deep commitment and his
enduring contribution, which continues to inform our understanding of astrology’s history and development.

THE CENTRE FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ASTROLOGY (CPA) NOMINATES

JOHN GREEN
John Green’s contribution to the world of astrology has been one of innovation, passion and knowledge. His work is
rooted in teaching and inspiring students in the beauty and depth of astrology, and for this reason he is sought after as
a conference speaker, consulting astrologer, and writer.
As the tutor for the CPA Foundation Course and Diploma over many years, he has brought psychological astrology
alive for hundreds of new students who have gone on to forge their own careers in both astrology and psychotherapy.
Always the innovator, he took the CPA Foundation Course to America before successfully launching it as an online
20
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course in 2010.A passionate advocate for psychological astrology, he founded MISPA in 2015, an online school dedicated
to providing high quality study to Diploma level. Surrounded by some of the best and most experienced psychological
astrologers, the school has been a great success. As one of the pioneers of online teaching, he is adored as a tutor by
students all over the world by being approachable, knowledgeable, and someone who truly cares that they succeed in
their astrological education and practice.
He has also worked tirelessly for the astrological community, as a committee member of the APAI and as the editor
of the AA’s Astrological Journal, reinvigorating its format and updating it for modern times throughout his five-year stay.
He also contributed to the astrological knowledge of synastry in his 2015 book, Do You Love Me? - The Astrology of
Relationships, a work that explores the complexities of the relationships we all experience in our lives. The book has
received widespread praise in reviews from all over the world.
John is an ambassador for astrology, working not just with the established, but seeking to broaden its approach. With
his work on Eris, he is unafraid to explore the darker corners of the human psyche, as well as embracing modern
psychological thought and connecting it with the richness of the mythological, all with his trademark sense of humour.
His is a vison to take astrology forward in this new millennium.

THE ASTROLOGICAL ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAIN NOMINATES

DIONE SMITH DF ASTROL. S
Since the 1960s, Dione Smith has been at the key heart of those profoundly informed and devoted astrologers, who
dedicate themselves to doing so many valuable things, mostly behind the scenes, to provide the resources and support
to underpin our organisation’s objectives and activities.
Dione was born into a wonderful family of astrologers. Her brother Roger Elliott organised the very first annual
Astrological Association Conference in 1969 and played a major role in bringing astrological knowledge to the
astrological community and general public.
She lovingly housed the AA library in her home for over a decade ensuring our astrological archives were secure and
safe and ready to be accessible for the AA membership.
Dione received the Margaret Hone award with her Faculty Diploma in 1981 and was actively involved in the community
and her astrological work. Dione founded and sustained the Bromley Astrology Group (London) to the point where it
became one of UK’s most successful.
She joined the Astrological Association Council from the late 1990s until the first years of this century, becoming a most
supportive Vice Chair during these crucial years in its history. Nicholas Campion writes of her ‘charm, consideration,
grace, humility, tolerance, reliability and dependability, all of which she had in huge measure.’
In honouring Dione with this nomination, we honour so many colleagues who contribute in so many ways to the sense
of family and affection that underpins our work together.

THE ASTROLOGICAL LODGE OF LONDON (ALL) NOMINATES

WANDA SELLAR
Wanda Sellar comes from a background in journalism, initially reporting in the field and subsequently working on an
agony column on a national newspaper for Marjorie Proops and Miriam Stoppard. For a while she had an ‘astrological
agony column’, locally in Essex, where she lives, answering readers’ questions using horary astrology.
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Astrology as been her main subject of interest for a great many years, having qualified with the Mayo School of Astrology
quite early in her career and then with Olivia Barclay’s Qualifying Horary Practitioner course.Wanda has also trained in
various therapeutic disciplines, such as aromatherapy and reflexology. For a number of years she taught various subjects
appertaining to astrology and healing for local authorities both in London and in Essex.
She is a past President of the Astrological Lodge of London, a post she held for six years, prior to the six years she
served as secretary. She has been the Editor of the AA’s Astrology and Medicine Newsletter for nearly 20 years, which
she enjoys just as much now as when she began. Whilst medical astrology has been of abiding interest, she has latterly
become more inspired by esoteric astrology. This has evolved after training as a Regression therapist, a therapy she
practised for ten years, encouraging her interest in reincarnation leading to studying the works of Helena Blavatsky and
Alice Bailey. She is keen to research astrology using the esoteric rulers.
In recent years Wanda has taught astrology in Japan. She has no less than five books to her credit: two on aromatherapy,
one of which is The Directory of Essential oils, covering its uses as well as astrological rulerships, and three on astrology,
including The Consultation Chart, Introduction to Medical Astrology and most recently Introduction to Decumbiture. She is now
working on her latest book, The Twelfth House.
Wanda has recently set up her own astrology school, Iceni School of Astrology, where she is offering an online Medical
Astrology course.

ASTROCOLLEGE NOMINATES

TEM TARRIKTAR
As founder, editor and publisher of The Mountain Astrologer, Tem Tarriktar has been a significant and deeply appreciated
figure of our community for a quarter of a century. It is difficult to overestimate the importance of Tem’s magazine – it
is simply the finest and most prestigious publication in our profession.
Since first printing TMA as a small, Xerox-generated newsletter in 1987 (some 183 issues ago!), Tem Tarriktar and his
team have built TMA into a magazine that stands tall in our community. It is loved and respected for the range and
quality of its articles and authors, for the care taken at every stage of the publishing process, and for its openness to
– and support of – practitioners from every astrological discipline. Tem himself is loved and respected, too, for his
integrity, humility, humour and warmth.
Both publication and publisher never fail to elicit immense good will in others.
TMA continues to be a showcase for new writers, a forum for a diverse range of astrological approaches, and a place
where astrologers of all levels can access the highest standards in astrology and writing. Although the publication is a
team effort, over the years Tem has been involved in every aspect of its production, from layout to advertising to design,
and he has written 70 articles and over a hundred editorials.
Tem’s passion for astrology blossomed when he started studying the subject in 1982. With no formal astrological
education, he learned his craft through books, observation, and membership of local groups. By the time he went
to his first astrology conference (UAC) in 1989, he was already teaching astrology classes. Tem later organised two
‘out in nature’ Planet Camp conferences (1991, 1994) – events that were, in the truest sense, astrological community
collaborations.
In founding, publishing, editing and maintaining the most informative, influential and respected astrological magazine
in the Western world, we feel that in 2015 Tem Tarriktar richly deserves to be recognised by our community for his
immense contribution to astrology.
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